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" My s ticism"6 5.
I. Introduction,
The purpose of this study is an investiga­
tion intd the ou^-standing factors which clearly 
form the bases for the mystical element in St, 
Paul.
Religious experience is characterized by an 
A-ttitude towards a Supreme Object conceived as 
superhuman, beneficent, mysterious, and controll­
ing the destinies of men'. It finds different ex - 
pression in different persons. So many elements 
detemine an individual's characteiistic religious 
attitude that the outward form of one's religion 
is the sum of his past and prsent. The manifest 
sort of an attitude which a human being takes 
towards the Divine is explained on biological and 
psychological bases. "V/e judge spiritual things by 
the help of material things, since we knov/ these
i.
better and they are more familiar to us". Cause 
and effect operate in the religious life as ceri: 
tainly as in the physical sphere. In the psycholog­
ical realm, however, causes are not only past 
and present , but also future, "Man does not live 
by bread alone"; he lives also according to iw^. 1
deals by which he projects the results of his 
actions beyond immediate consequence, time and plaae. 
Since msui has an innate selecting _ and organizing 
faculty, his actions are not wholly determined by
blind forces but by a conscious and choosing
self. This makes ,his adjustment to environment.
not mere behavior , but conduct which has moral
value.
It follows, therefore, that in the ordinary 
sense of the term, every truly religious individ­
ual is mystical, for the control of one's con­
duct in terms of the Divine is other than ac­
tions prompted hy the manifest satisfactions which 
he realizes "become his when he conforms to the 
demandsc of a social environment. His world of re­
ality is not so much social environment as it is 
a conceptual world of highest values "built upon 
the foundation of his attitude tov/ards a Supreme 
Being, And so he seeks the satisfaction of inner 
harmony hetY/een his projected world and his innate 
tendencies. On the conative plane, in the last ^ 
analysis, the end of religion is inner satisi-^:;r 
faetoriness. And other things "being equal,the more 
intensely that these values are conatively con­
ceived , the keener is the inv;ard< conflict "between 
one's impulses and ideals, out of which can come 
a sense* of satisfactoriness. The more intently 
that attention, the centering of the whole self, 
is placed upon obtaining perfect inner harmony , 
the greater grows gathering mental content which 
goes into the background of his consciousness. In 
due season, the self, provided conditions are fav« 
orable, brings order out of confusion. The result 
is an intuitive feeling of newness, and the in-
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dividual unaware of the hack-lying factors, in­
terprets it as a sense of the immediate pres­
ence of the Divine. The strong accompanying state 
of■ keen emotional upheaval, usually consisting of 
mingled feelimgs of joy and pain, awe and wonder, 
turbulence and calm, fear and confidence, and varr-^ 
ious other affective combinations , gains possession 
of the person for the time being. The ,net result 
is the inhibition of the rationalizing self, in t
the fullest sense, and the consequent impression in 
him of being over-powered by forces from without. 
Such are, in brief, the steps by which the nor­
mal religious person may enter upon the exper­
ience which he regards as immediate awareness 
of the Divine, "The saint", says Rather Tyrrell, 
"differs fromm the ordinary Christian not in his 
mysticism but in the degree of his mysticism".
And such experience is psychologically normal.
One may have an experience of deep feeling that 
he is in touch v/ith the Divine which will not 
interfere with his social obligations but will 
greatly stengthen him for the most complete ad­
justment to his environment . ^"Genuine visionary 
experiences", says E,Herman, "are not 'abnormal' in 
the pathological sense; they are, indeed, entirely
normal to the subject who experiences them, and 
vindicate their normality by adding to every noble
'll
faculty of his being. One half of our alarm 
at the very thought of such experiences arises 





"Studies In Mystical 
Religion"- 
p3QStII.
age". But mystical experience may be of such nature 
that it incapacitates an individual in his obliga­
tions to socaietyes* . V/e call such a state ab­
normal. Mystics of this exteeme sort regard such 
experience as end in itself -"only solid satisfac­
tion"- which diverts the self from the world a- 
bout. At this point we are faced with a type of 
mystical experience v/hich is to be relegated to 
the field of abnormal psychology. The extreme 
mystic is characterized by '"a somewhat uncommon, 
if not incipiently pathological condition of the 
nervous system; which manifests itself sometimes 
i;a physical disturbances , sometimes in a ten­
dency ■ towards mental dissociation".
There have been great mystics, however,who 
have had deep religious experiences which have 
manifestly made them great leaders in the realm 
of supreme moral values. *"It is just these per­
sons who have had first-hand experience of deal­
ing with inward Reality, that seems to be God, 
v/ho have been the Master builders of religion".
By its very nature and its .emphasis upon the 
individual, Christianity has called fotth and in 
turn been greatly influenced by such leaders 
as St, Paul, St. Augustine, St.Prancis, Martin 
Luther and George Pox, Their mysticism is char­
acterized by living power, an inner dynamic in 
the form of warm emotional response to a "Per­
son" which prompted the highest sort of ethical 
conduct. Thus it is that Adolph Deismann can
5.
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say of St.Paul There can he no douht that St, 
Paul became influential in the world's history 
precisely by reason of his mysticism about Christ. 
St, Paul could not have exerted this great influ­
ence if the fire of mysticism had consumed away
the ethical element in him...The mysticism of 
Christ in him is rather a glowing than a flam­
ing fire".
It is to be briefly stated, however, that 
recognition is to be made of those scholars who 
fail to discern a genuine mystical element in 
the Apostle. This view seems to owe its origin
chiefly to the influence of Johann \Veiss( partic­
ularly in his "Das Ur Christentum") who felt that 
Adolph Deismann (especially in "Der Formel in Christo 
Jesus", but also in "St.Paul- A study in Social and 
Religious History" and "The Religion of Jesus and 
the Faith of St.Paul") had over-estimated the 
Christ-mysticism in St,Paul, He launched his attack 
against Deism^n chiefly over the interpretation 
of the formula, "In Christ®)(,»crTaj ) ^ go common 
in the Pauline writings.' Adolph Deismann* s posi­
tion is epitomized in his words :"This thoroughly 
Pauline watch-word ’»In Christ^, is meant vividly 
and mystically , and so is the analogous 'Christ 
in me'. The formula ifi 'In Christ* ... .occurs 164 
times in St.Paul . It is really the characteris­
tic expression of his Christianity". Over against 












a word, when he maintains that the desire to renr 
der 'iy ti as an expression ofi.a^-deep felloT/-
ship with Christ is '"eine unstatthafte ITberin- 
terpretation", To Y/eiss the formula simply denotes 
"das Christsein", which translates, and is identi- 
cai to, our word "Christian". But certainly such t
interpretation fails ■ to take into account the deep 
psychological elements at the root of Paul's in­
ner relation to the Divine. It is difficult to 
conceive that a critical mind with a basic 
knowledge of psychology, after a careful reading 
of the Pauline letters could fail to find hidden 
deep in the personal expressions of the Apostle 
a fountain source of mystical experience which 
pours out a vitalizing and constraining force.
And this is something deeper than mere enthusiasm. 
Johannes Lundberg, a Swedish scholar, ( in "Krist- 
us Mystiken Has Paulus") has gone beyond the re­
cension of Deismann's work by Johann Weiss and 
developed a theory that Paul's " so-called" mystical 
expressions are figurative phrases simply con­
noting a religious enthusiasm . Each and every form­
ula used by the Apostle is rendered as having 
some color or orientation of mere enthusiasm.
But such a view fails to penetrate below the 
surface of the facts. Paul's high ethical conduct 
was pnotr tpfomi)j:ed by a mere tinge of emotion; 
it was rooted in the full and harmonious display 
and exercise of all his powers. It did not
7
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spring from passing interest in a principle 
or an outward Itelief. We are not content to say 
that the Apostle simply threw himself into a 
Judgment, The secret is deeper thaA merely an en­
thusiastic approval of a new religious system.
The dynamic lying hack of his great influence is 
to he found in his unique attitude tov/ards the
Divine,
^"Like Cromwell",rightly says James M, Camp- 
hell, "Paul was controlled from within". The words 
and phrases which the Apostle uses may he figur­
ative, yet they are the language of poetry preg­
nant with meaning. They are the record of deep
inner experience which has come out of his relig
ious attitude. One of the outstanding features of
St, Paul’s writings is his opposition to a relig-
ion of form, *'"The letter killeth", he wrote," hut 
the spirit giveth life"; flesh and hlood cannot'
Vinherit the Kingdom of God"; "the Kingdom of God 
is not eating and drinking, hut righteous and 
peace and Joy in the Holy Spirit". One cannot 
help feeling that the Apostle failed to find any 
satisfactoriness in religion according to rules 
and ceremonies. ^"Weak and beggarly elements", he 
calls them;"^for neither is circumcision anything, 
nor uncirctmicision, hut a new creature(creation)
Only on the side of his inmost being did he 





"by an outflow of interest towards others from
within. And the more cdftipletely he v/as dhder
the influence of his attitude towards the Divine,
^Rom,8:9.• the more was he " himself". "Ye are not in theflesh", he wrote to the Romans, "hut in the
Spirit, if so he that the Spirit of God dwell-
•
eth in you".
This inner compelling urge he attributes
^Phil.2;I3. to outside power,^"for it is God",he said to the
Philippians,"who worketh in you hoth to will and
to work, for his good pleasure". And in the great­
er number of instances throughout his letters,
^Gal.2:20'.-; 0
the power is attributed to living , present ,
spiritual Christ who "lives" in him ( "Christ liv-
■^IlCor. 12:9. eth in me"), and speaks to him(^'He has said imto
‘’IICor.I3:3.
me. My grace is sufficient for thee"), as well
Las through him{"Seeing that ye seek a proof of
Christ that speaketh in me', who to you-ward is
not wea]^ but is powerful in you",) And Christ was
to him not a figure of the past , but a living
3:21.
•
reality with life -giving power. In his letter to
the Philippians , he says;" ^(Christ) shall fashion
anew the body of our humiliation, that it may be
conformed to the body of His glory, acccording t
^"SP.Paul- A Study 
in Social & Rel­
igious History"- 
P 130.
to the workingn whereby He is able even to sub-
ject all things unto Himself." " To Paul", says
Deismann," the Spirit, Go^, the living Christ, is
k1r.














fore there is no need for him to puzzle over defr- 
ffihitiods ....There is nothing fleshly , nothing 
earthy about the Spirit: it is divine, heavenly, 
eternal holy, living, and lif e-giving ,,-r these are 
all predicates that St.Paul givest, or could give td 
itj and they may all be applied to the spirit­
ual Christ,*'
The characteristic expressions of the mys­
tical relationship of the Apostle to Christ are 
" in Christ*;—and its equivalent phrases, "In the 
lord", " In the Spirit", " Pellowship of the Son Q
of God", " Fellowshi-p of the Holy Spirit and
*iChrist in me"^, and " new creature( creation).".
D?^eyr are descriptive of one • and the same attiru 
tude of Paul towards the object of ^his faith,.
All three of these expressions have back of them 
the thought to Paul that Christ is ,a Spirit,
probably'^ " some light, ethereal form of existence 
such as he 'doubtless attributed also to God." He 
says explicitly in his first letter to the '*Cor- 
irtbUans-tn^^The first man Adam became a living soul. 
The last Adam became a life-giving spirit". He 
conceived of this "Spirit" working in and ':’nthrough 
him so that his power was made perfect in
weakness'*. And so radical change in his inward 
life does he feel has come out of mystical fel­
lowship , that judging by the developed impulse in









"If any .man is in Christ,- he is a new crea- 
ture(creation)". To such degree was he brought under 
the influence ofi the object of his attachment 
that his inner feelings were heightened to the 
point at which he gaihed a confidence in the 
moral order that would not otherwise have poss- 
esssed him. In this penetrating confidence of the 
strength in him through mystical fellowship with
Christ, he was imbued with a consciousness that 
he could accomJ)lish what Jesus had done. ^ "I can 
do all things in Him that strengthen^'fch me" • And 
at least at once after his Damascus experience, 
his heightened mystical relation with Christ even­
tuated in his experience of being caught upi into 
Paradise".anfi hearing sacred words that were be­
yond human utterance.. But he did not permit his 
experience ta have the significance of passivity 
that marks the extreme mjistic.Though extraordi-
nary experiences ( also speaking V" in tongues more
than you all" ) belonged to him and were conser^^e
quent to his attachment , he did not hesitate to
say," rI 1shall speak the truth : blit I fdrbear,
lest any man should account of me above that
which he seeth me to be, or heareth from me".
It is our purpose to investigate the 
factors which enter into this mystical element 
in St.Paul, This will direct our attention to 
the Apostle himself. "He would understand the poet
(
II.
must igd into the poet's land". We must consid­
er, therefore, (l) the temperament’ of the Apostle, 
(2) his environment, (3) his Damascus experience , 
and (4) his loyalty to Christ.




The Temperament of St. Paul.
Wordsworth's words are applicable to Paul:
" All his thoughts were steeped in feeling ",
His nature was impulsive, energetic, and fiery.
The emotional element in him was strong. He threw 
himself into his convictions with deep, intense feel­
ings. We feel this throughout his letters. Every 
one of his writings bears some marks of giving 
vent to his emotions. They glow with the emotion­
al warmth which reveal the fervor of the man in 
his many circumstances . The zeal which he manifest­
ed as a persecutor, he manifested also as an A- 
postle.His inward struggles, so fully desribed in 
Romans(7:7-25.), reveal the sensitive conscience of a 
delicate nature. In his wonderful love poem he c' * 
sings ;*"If I ...know all mysteries and knowledge , 
and have not love, I am nothing", xo the Corinth- 
iahs-'-he writes: " Out of much affliction and anguish 
of heart I wrote unto you with many tears". His 
beautiful letter to Philemon!is an evidence of hie 
demonstrative, affectionate nature. He admonished th 







things to shame you, .hut to admonish you as my 
beloved children". But contrasted with this tender 
side of his nature, we find also the harsh ele­
ment, His polemical letter to the Galations is 
vibrant with heated feelings. The high tension 
which marks chapters 10-15 » inclusive, of Second 
Corinthians, has given this section the name :
" The Great Invective". Of his enemies , he wrote 
the PhilippiaJis;'" Beware of the dogs".
Such intensity of feelingK is an outward 
sign of the sensitive nature.HoW. "it is certainly 
a well known fact that the tendency to intro­
spection and inward srutiny of one’s mental at­
titudes develops to a greater degree in persons of 
Psychology"- ^
sensitive temperaments. And" temperament^is", says
V/illiam McBougall, "“targely a matter of bodily con­
stitution", .Jt "l-^-'^due to physiological rather than 
psychological factors. A sensitive nervous system 
favors a tendency towards intensity of feelingd,
impulsiveness and imagination, and a subjective 
attitude of mind. It tends to place emphasis 
upon the bodily self, resulting, therefore, in an 
introspective state of mind.
One cannot read the Apostle’s letters 
thoughtfully without becoming aware of the fact 
that he places a distinct emphasis upon a sat­
isfactory inward otder. He was motivated by a 
strong introspective -^tendency. He regarded a sat­
isfying quality of his inner states as indica- 








‘"Being therefore justified hy faith we hkve peace 
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ";" the ifiind 
of the spirit is life and peace"; "^the fruit of 
spirit ....is love, joy, peace";’"the peace of C 
God which passeth all understanding
And along with this tendency to intro­
spection his sensitive nature favored also a 
tendency towards high affectability. His conative 
impulses were influenced to a great degree by
the extent of pleasure liwhidh he derived from
his spiritual efforts. This is the explanation
of the fact that thardest ordeals of life aSfteh 
afford the most intense satisfaction. Paul was
much influenced by joy and but little by pain. 
There seems little doubt that the Apostle had 
a nature which was quick to feel joy and hope 
and confidence, and sIoy/ to feel despondency and 
despair. Being strongly disposed to a joyful mood, 
he responded readily to stimuli provoking joy; anfl 
being indisposed to a^'^miood of dispair, he respond' 
ed slowly to stimuli provoking discouragement . In 
the midst of adversities he could write to the 
Corinthians:"We are pressed on every side, yet not 
straitened; perplexed, yet ^^t unto despair; pur­
sued, yet not forsaken; smitten down, yet not 
destroyed;""and working together with Him ....in 
much patience , in afi*lictions, in necessities, in 
distresses, in stripes, in imprisonments, in tu­








as sorrowful, yet alv/ays rejoicing; as poor, yet 
making many rich; as having nothing, yet possess­
ing all things.*'. At another time he wrote them:
**'' V/e hear all thingd that we may cause no hin­
drance to the Gospel of Christ" .And so he could 
say "^Not that I speak in respect of want : for
I have learned, in whatsoever state I am, therein 
to he content".
It is hut natural that with his strong 
emotional element, indicative of a sensitive nat-^ 
ture which favored tendencies towards introspection 
and high affectability, that St. Paul should he 
characterized hy a mystical inclination. But his 
mysticism was not that extreme sort in which
environment is a hindrance to the effecting of
an inward satisfactoriness. He looked upon the 
quality of his inner states in terms of the 
highest moral conduct.which v;as alv/ays prompted
hy the inner attitude towards the object of 
his attachment. Inward unity and satisfaction
came to him out of interest and effort directed
towards this central purpose. And in th^ degree
to whi ch he was motivated hy his attitude ^ - i ^
towards the Divine, in corresponding degree was
his attention drawn from the sensory and pain­
ful reactions of environment upon him. Conse­
quently, through his concomitant tendency towards 
in.'wao'd scrutiny of his mental processes he gave
15
the mystic’ s interpretation of his experiences.
But the "Reality” of which the Apostle speaks
is always Christ. His was a Christ- mysticism.
Por him , God was always in Christ. We turn our
attention, therefore, to a survey of the environ-
mental influences ^in order to ascertain. briefly.




' E ,Hennan~”Mean- 
ing -Sc'^Value of Mys 
ticism"- p62.
I
The Environmental Inflmences of St* Paul*
But even an individual endowed with a 
most sensitive temperament favoring high affecta­
bility and introspection, but without a favorable 
environment , would not develop into a normal 
mystic. ^ "llystics, like other human beings, re­
ceive -their knowledge through ordinary rational 
channels”.
Every individual is greatly influenced by 
the social stimuli which surround him. He enters 
upon life with the inheritance of a great mass of 
social customs, ideas and meanings. But none is
f
so crudely plastic that he is simply the moulded 
clay of external influences. He builds up his own
conceptual world out of this vast accumulated mass.
He reads meaning into the whole product of stim-
uli on bases of his own temperament, his own ex-
perience and all other individual factors. And the
greater ohe’'s tendency towards inward scritiny and
16
introspection the more significant and -vital to
him is his conceptual world. Broadly speaking,
in the measure that his inner world harmonizes
with his environmental stimuli is he afforded
satisfaction. And likewise, in general, in the
measure that his conceptual world does not har­
monize with outside stimuli he is dominated by
a feeling of inner uncertainty and dissatisfac­
tion.
Modern psychological study tends to min­
imize the exaggerated emphasis accorded the hered­
itary, and to give increasing emphasis to the im­
portance of the environmental. It is during the
individual's earliest years, when mind and brain
are most impressionable, that the deepest impress­
ions are made. Psychologically there is truth in
< Jeremy Taylor's often quoted phrase that the child
is the father of the man. It isUchildhood that
one's general impressions gf life are formed, J,A.
'"Psychology & .
Morals"- p 18,
>ra-lsHadfield well says: We later imdergo many new
experiences and adopt many new ideas, but the
general attitude we adopt towards life in child­
m hood gives the tone to all our after-life. Ourchildhood atmosphere determines whether our later at
titude to the world be pessimistic, confident,
easy-going, stoical, self-assertive or antagonistic,
'inferior' or snobbish". The individual forms his
general impressions for life in childhood because
he is then open to ideas by way of suggestion*
*Phil.3:5-6T cf 





It is tlien ideas "become a part of him without 
much of the process of reflection and judgment 
which characterize maturity. And the child Yfith a. - 
sensitive nature is unusually responsive to social
stimuli hy way of suggestion,
Paul's mysticism is a product of his
social environment. He grew up in a home where 
the strict Jewish traditions of religion were kept
and hallowed. He was *" circumcised the eighth day,
of the sto ck of Israel, of the tribe of Benja-
min, a Hebrew of the Hebrews; as touching the Lav/
a Pharisee;.....as touching the righteousness . ‘ ..
which is in the Law, found blameless 'i And the 
high regard he always held for the early Jewish
faith in which he had been nurtured is sounded in
his woBds: " V/hat advantage then hath the Jew ?
or what is the profit of circumcision ? Much 
every way.'i Judaism meant more to him than merely 
law. His letters reflect the passion for right­
eousness found in the prophets, the aspirations
of the psalmista, and the prophecies of the Mes­
sianic Kingdom betokened in the whole history of 
Israel. So great a hold had Judaism made upon
him that he sought maximum inner satisfaction 
through it at the price of passionate enthus-
3iasm,. He wrote: " I advanced in the Jews' religion 
beyond many of mine own age among my countrymen, 
being more zealous for the traditions of my 
fathers'; On the background of such religious' envir­





introspective tendency and unusal responsiveness to 
social stimuli, he should see God behind his life 
leading and controlling him, so that he was
II Cor.prompted to write the Galations: ” It was the good 
pleasure of God, who separated me, even from my 
mother's womb, and called me through his grace". 
And here we touch the borderland of Paul's mysti­
cism. Out of his religious environment and sensi-
tive temperament together, like the " sudden" solu-
tion
\of the problem Y/hich came full bo rn to us
in the morning after we had failed to solve it
the night before , there was the moment of spec-
ial insight to him’ when he was convinced of the 
reality of a gracious shaping of his life.
But that is not ^Paul's distinctive mys­
ticism, Por him God was always in Christ, With 
an inner assurance that he was in intimate com­
munion v/ith Christ he was, therefore, not prompted 
to seek further contact with the Divine. Hence 
v/e must seek for environmental influences that de-' 
termine the mode in which his mysticism w^ 
prompted and found expression,
Pirst of all is the influence which the 
teaching of righteousness and the supreme value 
of high moral conduct made upon him. This is a 
fact of supreme importance in the development of 
his mystical relationship toChrist. The significant 
factor which knit rfche Jews together into one bond 










'utes of -tile God of their fathers, ^The essence of 
the, zealous worshiper was loyalty to the divine 
Law which was+»ie gracious bequest to the favored 
children of Abraham. ^*'The law was holy, and the 
commandment holy, and righteous and good'',^The good 
life, which would afford the deepest inner sat­
isfactoriness, it was taught was dependent upon 
fullest obedience to the Law, Versed in the psalms 
as he was, Paul knew the words:
‘^"Blessed are they that are perfect in the way,
?/ho walk in the law of Jehovah;
Blessed are they that keep his testimonies,
That seek him v/ith the whole heart’i 
-^^It is but natural that iwith his temperament so 
■ sensitively responsive to outside stimuli that 
the Apostle should most seriously seek after the 
good life,
Paul was also influenced by the Gentile 
proselytes in the synagogues. ^Having been brought ' 
up among Gentiles he was tolerant and sympa­
thetic towards them, With Gentile proselytes in 
the synagogue Paul couldn^help being influenced 
by the fact that what attracted them was not 
so much the Law, as the conception of God as 
a righteous Personality which prompted highest 
moral conduct. One cannot thoughtfully read the 
history of the inter-testamental period without 





Jonah, Cf Rom,3:29; 
9:24;Gal,1:15-16.
a single God who was gracious, as well as just,
and showed mercy to those v/ho kept His statutes , 
made a deep impression upon many Gentiles, Fur­
thermore, the marked tendency towards raonotheis.tic. 
thought favored a religion which centered in a 
supreme, righteous and loving God. Paul realized 
that the Gentile proselytes had higher standards 
of moral and family life than the Gentiles 
untouched by the spirit of goodness. Along with 
this fact * he was influenced by those passages of
iScriptures which represent Israel .as a ” light to 
the Gentiles'i
In the third place there is the in­
fluence of the spiritual strain which was well 
marked in the liberal Pharisaism of his day. With 
the concept of God as the Giver of a Law, 
the more that precepts of the Law were empha­
sized and obeyed, the greater was ^^the conse­
quent emphasis upon the implication . of God as-ia 
Judge, This bradght.-.Cn’ av^tepdency which prompted ^ 
a rebound. There were those mystical minds 
which were not satisfied by mere "good works".
For them the good life must spring from self- 
realization of the heart. And this conception of 
religion favored such an individual*s attitude
towards God as would induce goodness i:>y way of
the the deepest inward promptings. Out of a sense
of personal fellowship with God, they could give


















tion as would accord with their mystical relation­
ship and consequently afford them an inward 
satisfactoriness.
There were tv^o high notes in this 
SJiiritual strain;4l) the love of God, and (2) the
mercy of man to man,’There are many passages v’"-' 
which sound the deep note of the love of God.
The psalms frequently speak of God’s Justice
based on His mercy and infinite love , "He deal-
eth not with us after our sins, nor rewards th u
us after our iniquities:, is gracious and
merciful,slow to anger and of great loving kind­
ness, Jehovah is good to al and His tender mer­
cies are over all His works." Jehovah is
spoken of as Father, andj in most instances, as 
kind and loving. "Like as a Xather pitieth his 
children, so Jehovah pitieth them that fear Him". 
^"When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and
called my son out of Egypt... taught Ephraim
to walk; I took them in my arms; ,...1 drew
them wi th cords of a man, wi th bonds of love" .
But there were also passages on the man-ward'
side which had no small influence in spiritualiz
ing their religion. "Proverbs 24:17-18 -
’Rejoice not when thy enemy falleth.
And let not thy heart be glad when: heois-joverthfown^
Lest Jehovah see it, and it displease Him,
And He turn away His wrath from himi * "













ciple of Pharisaism..To the glory of the Old 
Testament,the great texts, *love thy neighbor 
as thyself , 'hate not thy brother in thy heart' , 
'bear no grudge 'love the stranger are parts 
of the Hebrew law of holiness." Though we find
a 'number of passages which enjoin love and mer­
cy of amn to man, 'zechariah sums up the high 
teaching of the early prophets on this point: 
"Execute true judgment,and show kindness, and 
compassion every man to his brother; and oppress 
not the widow, nor the fatherless, the sojourner, 
nor the poor; and let none of you: devisee ■evil-’
against his brother in your heart.... These are the 
things that ye shall do; Speak ye every man 
the truth with his neighbor ; execute the judg­
ment of truth and peace in your gates; and let
none of youddOTise -evil in your hearts against 
his neighbor; and- love no false oath: for all 
these are things that I hate, saith Jehovah".
f
And this strain in Pharisaism was nur-
tured by the devotional and mystical portions
of their Scriptures, as well as by practising
of conduct motivated an iriward urge. The
\nwardness of many of the psalms and the ’^high
spiritual passages of the prophets served this
\
purpose. Such materials served as mental content 
which were utilized through unwitting suggestion 
and resulted in a sense of certainty of right re­







passages in the Old Testament which found ready
soil in the Apostle. His mind would find satis­
faction in contemplating those mystical ideas
that sviggested the possibility of the keenest in­
ward self-realization. The formula "in God",dr " in
the Lord", appears time after time in the ^ 
psalms. These phrases were more than rhetorical 
to the Apostle. His use of the term-^" tlVf " as
the indwelling spirit of God can be traced back 
to the Old Testament meaning of "rauch", the
Divine influence upon man. Possessed by such a 
concept, it is not difficult to conceive how
the Apostle would interpret intense experience in­
volving the whole self as mystical reality.
We have before us a sensitive tem­
perament played upon by three great environmental 
influences . Here was a man seeking zealousy to
attain unto the good life prescribed by strict
Pharisaism and at the same time strongly in­
fluenced by a spiritual and mystical strain. Upon 
reading his ' letters one must come to the con­
clusion that the Apostle’s early life was lived 
according to the strictest legalism as a devout 
Pharisee.,:.,but that he never realized to any great 
extent an inner satisfaction from his legalistic 
efforts. And this was natural. He was temperamen­
tally unfitted for the legalistic conception of 
righteousness that circumstances forced upon him.
r
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His sensitive nature would find inner rest only 
through self-realization, and Pharisaic righteous­
ness tended to inhibit in him the emotional
springs of activity. It is a matter of common 
knowledge that emphasis upon formality* diverts 
energy from spirituality. For Paul, it is appar-. 
ent that legalism was ” death.^"( as he spoke of 
it ), for it tended to destroy all spontaneity^ 
and intensity of feeling.
He could have inward peace only
through . throwing the entire self into proper ac-
tivity. Obedience to the Law failed to afford
him satisfactoriness, because it commanded chiefly 
only the cognitive. His instinctive feelings were 
not brought into play. He was, as we have seen, 
dominated by the conviction of the supreme value
of the good life. But the influence of the spirit­
ual and the mystical had stimulated in him the
craving for self- realization. The result was an 
inward conflict. That which would have afforded 
him satisfactoriness was the full expression of 
the whole self. And this could come only through 
experience that would call forth the harmonious 
expression of all the forces of willing and feel­
ing as well as thinking.
An environmental factor which was in­
strumental in preparing for this self -realization
was the influence of the personality of Jesus.
Though Paul does not write at any length of the
life of Jesus or of His teaching there can be
no doubt that the Apostle was1 greatly influenced
by the facts concerning Him, The Synoptics give
us the feeling that it was the outstanding per-
sonality of Jesus, His unique mystical experience , 
and His inward teaching that immediately won for 
Him devoted followers. He ■ taught that the good life 
did not consist in "good works", but sprang from 
the deepest inward promptings. Y/hen the Pharisees 
had succeeded in crucifying the "dangerous" Person, 
His followers immediately proclaimed that He was 
still present with them. Their numbers grew until 
the Pharisees became convinced that the followers 
of Jesus also must be destroyed. Judging Jesus 
on the basis of His ingrained conviction of the
supreme wo rth of the high ideals and righteous-
ness of the Law, Paul could arrive at no other
decision than that one who did not give it the
most explicit emphasis Yra.s a danger to the cause 
of God, And yet the- influence of Jesus' inward 
teaching struck a responsive but ineffectual chord 
in him. The kindliness and inner assurance, the 
buoyant hope, and radiant Joy, which marked the 
followers of Jesus could not help deeply impressing 
him when he himself was in a state of uncer­
tainty due to his conscious failure under the Law. 
But he forced these experiences into the back­
ground of his consciousness, where they fed the 
unrealized hunger in him for fullest expression.
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Torn "between his mastering passion for righteous- 
nessl.legaiistical3:y conceived and the urge towards
the expression of his inmost feelings prompted
"by the influence of the spiritual and mystical 
strain in Pharisaism which was intensified hy 
vivid impression of Jesus and His teaching 
gained from the early Christians, his. whole self 
craved complete expression of all his vital p 
psychic forces.
His ifipulses drove him into "blind
activity, but the more his persecutions, the 
keener became his inward conflict. There are 
grounds for Jung^s position that Paul*s persecu­
tions were ari^' unconscious resistance to Christ­
ianity to v/hich he had already unwillingly 
and unwittingly yielded. The persecutions put him 
in closer touch with the Christians and their 
spiritual living and beauty. The belief in the 
abiding and unseen presence of Jesus which the 
Christians claimed, began to shape itself in his 
mind as a possible fact and reality. He began to 
have the feeling that Jesus belonged to the 
great plan of God. The very stumbling-block of 
the Cross seemed to fade away in light of his
^Isa.53:5; Jer.23:$; thoughts about the 'Suffering Servant which Jesus 
nit I6:2I; 17:12;
Lk I2:50;24:7,26,46.was claimed by His followers to be. Gaining more
and more vivid impressions of the influence Je­
sus and His teaching had upon men when the A- 
postle was in a high state of nervous tension,
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the suggestion haunted him that they were right 
and he was wrong. All this was a preparation in 
his suhoonscious for intense desire for a complete 
self-realization. And all that was now necessary
for him to attain this was a deep experience 




It is a matter of common knowledge 
that one intensive experience involving the whole 
"being may shape an individual’s life ever after.
Paul * s experience on the road to Damascus is the
most significant event in the life of the Apos-
Phil. tie. ' Out of it he came forth with the mystical
conception of having transcended spatial and tem­
poral forms and of having entered upon a relation 
with the "Risen Christ"*
From our point of view we have two
sources of information about the Damascus experi-
ence. To the Acts of the Apostles we are indeht-
ed for the distihtive structural aspects of Paul's
8 sudden" experience. But for its functional as-
pects its meaning and value in terms of moral
conduct- we must turn to the letters of the Apos-
tie himself,
The three accounts in the Booki.'^of 
Acts differ in emphasis, perhaps according to the 
purpose of each. But the variations in the three
i i
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narratives are not the problem with which v/e are 
concerned. We want to know the circumstances and 
conditions,however, that hear evidence of being 
facts of the Apostle's Damascus experience, and 
are not the interpretations of the biographer.
On this basis , it seems that the experience 
took place "about noon"- "at midday". Furthermore, 
Acts 22:6- "Suddenly there shone from heaven a 
great light round about me"- agrees substantially 
with Acts 26:13- "I 6aw on the way a light from 
heaven, above the brightness of the sun, shin­
ing round about me and them that journeyed with 
me", But the outstanding factor which seems to 
have been a fact of his experience accordingr 
to the narratives is the presence of Jesus 
and His words “to the Apostle, which are substan­
tially the same in each report. Acts 9:5 and 
Acts 26:15 are identical: "I am Jesus whom thou 
persecutest"; and Acts 22:8 says," I am Jesus of 
Nazareth whom thou persecutest.
There is no necessity of urging that-Wtu^. 
facts are merely pictorial and an attempt on the 
part of the Apostle to describe a spiritual exper­
ience. A mystic of the extreme sort prone to 
states of entas^ .involving vague feelings , and 
seeking the e3q)erience of merely ecstatic feel­
ing would vainly describe his experience by means 
of figures of speech. But an experience so* over­
whelming that the Apostle felt ever after that
1
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Phil,3:12, he had "been ” laid hold on by Christ Jesus",
points to ^uch affective intensity and vividness 
to Paul as to amount to reality. He gives us a 
brief summary of the functional aspects of his 
^ experiBcemuch as might be expected of the academ-
Gal.1:15-16, ic psychologist; " It was- the good pleasure of
God... to reveal His Son in me". He gives us 
here his own interpretation of the spiritual sig­
nificance of his great experience. He is fully con­
vinced of the reality of Jesus' appearance. He 
has the unshaken conviction that the Jesus of
whom he has learned so much from the Christians
- who has been killed and yet is wi th them in
pneumatic form- has disclosed Himself to him. There
I Cor.15:7; 9:1. is no doubt in his mind that Jesus is alive and
has conquered death. He is certain that the revela­
tion of "Jesus to him is one of the resurrec­
tion experiences. The Jesus which the disciples 
learned to know through personal contact with t 
the man Himself, and then at last conceived of 
as the "Exalted One", the Apostle learned to 
know by going over the highway of Judaism and 
then crossing over into the land of mystical ex- 
Cor.5:16. perience. "V/e henceforth know no man after the
flesh," he wrote, "even though we have known 
Christ after the flesh, yet now we know Him so 
no more" •
The deep and intense experiences in 
which the invisible becomes as real as the visi-
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"ble are not wholly uncommon. Under the proper 
conditions, a realizing imagination can have 
vivid appreciation of the unseen equivalent to ob­
jective reality. The writer had such an experience 
during adolescence. He was brought up in a home 
vibrant with the traditional religious teaching on 
God as an all-seeing, and avenging Judgevof the .A 
sinner, and the reality of a personal devil. Out­
side influences, however, led him into conduct 
which did not square with the high moral ideals 
of the home. Possessed with a keen sense of ■ ' i. 
guilt brought about by judging his outside con­
duct in light of the religious standard of the
home, he sought to banish the thought from his
mind. One evening when he was severely reproach-
ed by his parents, he was most deeply moved by
a sense of his guilt. He stepped to the door,
and glancing out just around the corner of 
the house, "saw" a hideous black figure, hav­
ing a long, narrow head with two horns, a nar­
row face with piercing green eyes, long, red, 
sword-like tongue of fire, and slender nose, 
laioghing at him derisively , There were years 
following that experience, that he was convinced 
of the objective reality of a personal devil. There 
was such a domination of consciousness by one 
intense idea that it wrought this amazing result. 
The imaginative creature which had been formed in 
the mind on the bases of religious teaching, need-
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ed only the proper affective state to become
so vivid as to amount to reality. The hold it
made upon his consciousness seemed so sudden and
so clearly imposed from without, rather than hav-
ing developed from within, as to have a super­
natural character.
The sensitive nature of the poet 
Wordsworth had been directed along the line of the 
aesthetic in Nature, There was the constant sug­
gestion of the beautiful in the material world 
about him. There were times-, WhenV deeply*.r iiftpi;;ess- 
ed by beautiful objects, his whole self was swept 
into the surge of his heightened feelings, and 
he was possessed by a conviction of an abiding,
r
invisible "Reality" which he felt dominated the 
objects before his senses. His deep, inner atti­
tude towards the Divine in those moments welled 
up into his consciousness with such intensity 
and vividness that invisible Reality seemed to 
him to abide in the very obj ects which prompted 
his deep his emotions. This is perhaps best illus­
trated in his " Lines Composed A Few Miles Above 
Tintern Abbey":
"A presence that disturbs me with the joy 
Of elevated thoughts;a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused,
V/hose dwelling is the light of setting suns.






And the "blue slsy, and in the mind of man;
A motion and a spirit that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things,"
We have here an instance in v/hich even the 
delicate Hature, under the proper conditions 
finds invisible "Reality" in the objective world 
of sense.
But along with the vivid experience 
of the appearance of Christ to Paul , there was 
the consciousness of his call to be An Apostle 
of Christ to the Gentiles.^ "V/hen it was the good 
pleasure of God..., to reveal His Son in me, that 
I might preach Him among the Gentiles; immediately 
I conferred not with flesh and. blood". This came 
to him also in the moments of his deep and sud­
den revolution. If was to him a Divine summons 
to a great task. Dominated by the intense con­
viction of the deep concern that Christ had for
I
him in revealing Himself to him as a living and 
resurrected Being, he v/as gripped by a feeling 
of his importance and extraordinary abilities, 
5)ossessed of a sehsitive temperament, there can be 
little doubt that he sometimes suppressed f^glings 
of a sense of intellectual inferiority, vaguely 
compensating them in his mind by the satisfac­
tion of a desire to fullest self-assertion. His 
mission is, therefore, conceived by him as none 





and resurrection, and ’what he He had revealed
Himself to the Apostle to be.The deep concern he
had for the Gentiles, the impression made upon him
of their interest in the high ethical conception
of God lield "by the Jews, and the influence of 
those passages which represented Israel as *'a light 
to the Gentiles" were "brought forth in all in­
tensity during his sudden experience. These factors 
having taken on force through accretion from time 
to time, "became focalized in that supreme hour 
when his whole "being found, fullest self-realization. 
By way of suggestion these elements had been 
wrought into his subconscious and needed only such 
expression of the whole self as would call them
forth, when they would take possession of and dom­
inate his cohsciousness.
The whole experience seemed to him to
be supernatural. Suddenly he found himself possess­
ed by an inward satisfactoriness for which he had 
long been sighing. Instead of painful imcertainty
he now felt possessed by a comfortable certainty.
It seemed to him that an inner disharmony had
suddenly given place to perfect harmony. One who 
had been his bitterest enemy, in the flash of a
moment, he felt had become his most singular,
I Cor.I:9.new "Friend", ^He could construe this only as a 
most wonderful love of "God towards him. Myster­
iously he felt there had come to him the deep
impulse for which he had been longing. All this 
he could not help knowing had taken place in his
34.
inmost feelings. It was the good pleasure of God’i 
he assured '"thee^Salationsto reveal His Son in
me". 'rhere was such a mighty upheaval of his
whole being that he seemed to himself to have
become ” a new creature (creation), and the old
things had passed away and become new” •
V/e need not seek far for a psycholog
ical explanation of the Apostle* s "reality'i The
I
mystic's reality is seated in the deeps of his 
-^teelings. Sense experience does not provide the
deepest meaning and value hy which conduct is
prompted on the highest levels. In the realm of
spiritual living experience transcends all knowledge 
gained by the senses. There are times when the 
subconscious, filled by suggestions from outside 
influences of highest worth, emerges into conscious* 
ness under the proper conditions. Since the sen­
sitive temperament of the mystic is inherently 
open to outside stimuli, all that is necessary 
is such a strong emotional appeal in his at­
titude towardsVthe Object of his supreme interest 
aailttjftairth all the forces of the self. The feel­
ing of reality depends upon attention. The result 
is the emergence into consciousness of that sen­
timent upon which great interest has been focused, 
with such completeness that it takes precedence 
of all else. The solution of the problem which 
"came” to us in all clearness in the morning 
after apparently vain work the night before, and
the dav/n of some truth upon us which had "before 
not "been clearly understood, are parallel psych­
ological phenomena to the Apostle’s experience 
of invisible reality. The difference between them 
is only a matter of degree. The more comprehen­
sive the sentiment in its relation to conduct the 
greater is the possibility that it will more
deeply become rooted in the subconscious. But 
Y/hether or not one shall experience invisible
reality depends upon the affective vividness v/ith
which the mental content that has become more or 
less unified in terms of a domonant interest, 
emerges into consciousness, A centralized interest 
can produce such dominating emotion in the whole
organism as^ ta- draw ther whole L^.s.el£^ inunthe^udi- 
rection of its supreme sentiment,The contributions
of the subconscious, in -such moments of experience, 
seem external to the" main stream of conscious and 
the individual assigns them to the supernatural. 
The gradual organization of the materials that go 
into the subconscious is so slowly completed that 
when they suddenly emerge into consciousness the 
effect upon the subject is that of a mental
phenomenon without antecedents.
V.
Paul’s Loyalty to Christ.
Out of a state of inner conflict
between a sentiment for the Law and a disposi­
tion for the Christian concept of goodness, the
36
the Apostle came forth from his Damascus exper­
ience an "organized" self. He was no longer 
a house divided against itself. Early Pharisaic 
influences had provided him with a sentiment 
for the Law, His temperament, however, favored a 
concept of goodness prompting conduct from inward 
urge, and so there was the tendency in him to 
accept unconsciously the Christian influences which 
played upon him. But both had one common interest
— goodness, and were organized into one v/holec
in favor of the predisposing factor’' by his spirit
ual revolution, Peeling, thought and will were
now focused ih his consciousness and \ the net re
suit was an "organized" self.
How the "organized" self disintegrates 
as soon as the entire active self ceases to 
function. So long as the whole psychological 
self is actuated by one common purpose it coheres 
as pne. And this is because it then functions 
as a harmonious whole. It is pne unifying prin­
ciple that maintains the "organized" self, A high 
ideal which is capable of stimulating the whole 
individual to complete realization is the strong­
est incentive to inward harmony, and therefore, 
affords the individual a sense of satisfactor­
iness.
After his revolutionary Damascus ex­
perience, Paul was dominated by a new ideal of 






from Y/itliout tut from within. Just as there is
the tendency when one sees something which makes
a deep appeal to the whole self h^ is prompted 
to possess it with all the senses possible, so
the Apostle was driven by an inner urge to at4 :
tain the fullest and most comprehensive experience
of inward, goodness. He was keenly aware that he
realized no real inward harmony so long as he
sought to live according to precepts imposed upon
him by authority which he, probably, regarded more
or less unconsciously as external to his inner
self.His new ideal of goodness, which partook
of the very nature of his "reality'i stirred his
whole being into active zeal for ethical conduct.
And the greater this activity, the less incumbent
upon him did external obedience become. Thus it
was he wrote the ‘Romans: "V/e have been discharged
from the Law, having died to that v/herein we
were held; so that we serve in newness of
spirit, and not in oldness of the letter". The
satisfaction afforded him by his new ideal of
3:8-9.
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goodness is clearly set forth in a passage to
the Philippians: "I count all things to be loss
for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord: for whom I suffered the loss of
all things... that I may gain Christ, and be
found in Him, not having a righteousness of mine,
even that which is of the Lav/, but that which
is thiffough faith ■ in Christ, the righteousness








By unfailing fidelity to his new ideal 
he kept it liye' and strong, and maintained his 
"organized" self. So completely did^f'it master his 
whole being that all his letters are vibrant with 
its passion. His biographyin, fact, a story 
of his efforts to meike his new ideal effective
in every sphere of activity. His career may well 
be epitamized in his words: '"One thing I do, for­
getting the things which are behind, and stretch­
ing forward to the things which are before, I 
press on toward the the goal unto the prize 
of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus". It
was in out-flOw of good^ness from within that his 
sensitive nature found keen satisfaction.‘"Be ye 
steadfast, unmovable , alwai^s ' abounding in the work 
of the Lord", he exhorted the wavering church at 
Corinth, "forasmuch as ye know that your labor 
is not vain ih the Lord". Words almost failed 
him to describe the pleasant inward states that
were fruits of his fidelity to his new ideal:-
j
"The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace-,
long-suffering, gentleness, faithfulness, meekness, 
self-control". By his ceaseless ethical activity
hl^turned the instinc=tive selfish tendencies of
his nature into channels in accordance with his
ideal .^"They that are of Christ Jesus ", he 
continued,"have crucified the flesh with the pas-
sions and the lusts thereof". By the stimulus of
39.
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his ideal, to such a degree was his whole
psychological individuality "brought into harmony 
that he could v^rrite: "V/alk hy the Spirit, and ye
shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh"; for 
"they that are after the flesh mind the things 
of the flesh; hut they that are after the Spirit
the things of the Spirit",
For the mystic, however/^ no lofty or
v/orthy ideal is capable of affording the greatest
satisfaction to the self. The highest ideal can
only satisfy the craving fox completeness in the
measure that all the instinctive emotions of the
individual are brought under the power■ of one
common purpose. The Apostleistates in one of his
latest letters that hy his ideal he reached only
3:12. a measure of completeness ;'‘'Not that I have already
obtained, or am already made perfect: hut I press 
on, if so he that I may lay hold on that for 
which also I was laid hold on hy Christ Jesus", 
In maintaining the "organized" self, therefore, it 
cannot he gainsaid that the Apostle's high ideal 
produced in him the harmonious expression of all 
his forces and diverted, his fundamental insjinc- 
ive emotions from their original ends, redirecting 
them towards highest social good.
But for the distinctive urge and 
dynamic which vitalized the "organized" self, and 
prompted in the Apostle achievements v/hich mark 
him with singular moral originality, genius and
J -
worth, we must seek in his mysticism. He was 
not so much loyal to a principle, as to the 
personification of a principle. His great ideal 
of goodness was inextricably interwoven in a per­
sonal "reality”. His dominating concern was not
merely how to be good^ but how to bet '’as’" ogoad
as He whom he " was laid hold on" , If he
was in a measure pushed by an ideal of duty;
more was he pulled by a loyalty to a supreme 
"Person", A sense of individual responsibility' 
impelled him to transcend mere conformity to 
moralities, gentilities and proprieties of the 
Christian ideal, and instead freely give express­
ion of the v/hole self i:o a personal "reality" 
in whom was embodied "in flesh" his highest con­
cepts of love and goodness, Christ represented to 
him the sublime fact that God is imspeakable 
goodness. So deep and intense was the conviction 
in him that he had been most singularly ’ appre­
hended by Christ that not only did it result 
in an "organized" self, as we have seen, but 
it called forth a most intense emotional re­
sponse— a supreme loyalty— towards the personal 
object of his experience.
This constant and unfaltering loyalty
to the personal object which he had experienced
is the dominating factor in the Apostle’s re-
ligious life. The very fact that his new ideal
of goodness afforded him such a complete sense
of self-realization was conducive to an intense 
dominating emotion of personal loyalty involving 
the whole active personality. All of the A- 
postle’s letters reflect the intensity with which 
he realized a sense of the presence of his per­
sonal "reality". And this is the mark of his 
religious genius. His religious life was character-
41.
ized by the immediacy of a "Person" to whom he
manifested a loyalty of the highest ethical sort
And this was not a loyalty which is to be ex-
plained by mere enthusiasm for a principle, but 
only by an all-absorbing emotional attitude towards 
a "Person". The secret is deeper than merely 
saying that he had thrown himself into a 
ment. The passion which po^ssesse^^ Paul and could 
cause him to sacrifice, suffer and die for a prinr- 
ciple is adequately explained only by the incar­
nation of that principle in a "personality". To 
have a goal towards which to strive has both a 
quickening and sustaining influence upon an in­
dividual's energies and vital forces. But it is 
a matter of common knowledge that only in human 
association does emotional expression reach its 
highest values as well as its fullest satisfaction, 
for here there is the element of response, shar­
ing of experiences, and possibility of mutual 
sympathy and love.
The language which he uses to de­
scribe the attitude towards 'h±s ^object of "reality
42.
may "be poetry, yet it is the record of real 
and conscious experience . The most significant 
passage indicative of this personal relationship 
is, perhaps, his confession to the Galatians:
1 "I have been crucified with Christ; and it is
no longer I that live,but Christ liveth in me;;-
and that life which I now live in the flesh
I live in faith, the faith .which is in the
Son of God, who loved me, and gave Himself
up for me", The consciousness of Jesus as a
present though unseen "person" to him was never
wanting. It was what lesus was that* made the
disciples what they became, and so deeply stamped
in turn , His influence upon the Apostle, His per
sonality had wrought itself into their lives so 
deeply that their conduct was prompted by person­
al fidelity to Him'. It was "the expulsive power
of a new affection", And so completely had Paul
surrendered his whole self in personal love to
^II Cor,5:14. "Him" who had " laid hold on him" that he v/as
^ Rom,3:25f.;5:8; constrained by that love, ^The fact that sucht ■a/' -c
8:32,39.
supreme, divine"Friend" suffered crucifixion was 
to him a most convincing fact of God’s love.
To his satisfaction his keen sympathetic nature 
derived a sense of compensation by such complete-^ 
surrender of the whole self to "Him" through the 
highest ethical conduct which he conceived as 
"His" most absorbing vash, that his wholb "or­
ganized" self was conscious of promptings towards
43.
"EccVundations of d'acter"- p.I2’2.
5al.4:I9.
[I Thess. 3:5
his Christian ideal. He was "dead',' in correspond­
ing measure, to the selfish instinctive tendencies 
which would thwart his high ideal. Hence he says,
" I-t is no longer I that live, hut Christ liveth 
in me".'"In proportion as the sentiment becomes 
predominant," says A.F.Shand, " the emotional disposi­
tions which it does not need, atrophy; and those 
which are hostile to itare suppressed".
It was out of his intense devotion 
to his object of immediacy that he was filled 
by a sense of power and constraining force.
Paul appeals not so much to the teachings of
Jesus as to the Teacher himself and his person­
ality. It was the personal attitude he himself 
had to Christ that he urged others to seek.
The high self-regard and respect for the feelings 
and rights of "Him" in whom were embodied hjLs
ideal lent a vitality and power to his actions 
impossible aside from human associations. My lit­
tle children", he wrote the Galatians, " of whom 
I am again in travail, until Christ be formed 
in you". He urged the Philippians to "^"have this 
mind in them v/hich was also in Christ Jesus."
"'"The Lord direct your hearts into the love of 
God, and into the patience of Christ," he said
to the Thessalonians. It is along this line
ial.":2C); Rom.6:4-5>also that his figurative passages of "dying" and 
Phil,3:I0;IICor.
4:10. "being buried" with Christ are most readily un­
derstood. It was by his supreme love to his
45
doctrine of the Apostle is not so much one of 
cognition or of conation as of affect; not so 
much a logical dictum of justification, as the
psychological worth of an emotional state. He
I^or.13:13. laid much stress on '"faith and hope and love.
and the greatest of these," he said, "is love
Gal.5:I3-I4cfBom. He exhorted the Galatians that they ‘‘"through love 
13:8-10.
be servBibs one to another: for the whole law is
fulfilled in one word, even in this:Thou Shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself".He assigned first
place to love in the enumeration of the fruits
Gal.5:22. of the Spirit, As for love between members of
the Christian community, he conceived this to be
so essential to the Christian sentiment that he 
had the intuition that it^ v/as a part of orig-
I Thess.4:9. inal nature: "Concerning love of the brethren
ye have no need that one write unto you: for 
ye yourselves are taught of God to love one 
another". And then he continued in this same let^ 
ter in a prayer for them that the Lord would
S'
I Thess. 3:12. prompt them " to increase and abound in love one
toward anothernoahdr toii^ard all men". But it is in 
his letter to' the Galatians that he epitomized 
his conceptions of the significance that a per-V sonal attitude of of love towards his "reality" 
had in prompting the whole self to fullest self 
'■Gal. 5:6. realization; ‘'"In Christ Jesus neither circumcision
availeth anything , nor uncircumcision; but faith 
working through love." Ag the key to solving
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all the problems of social relations bety/een men 




We have now come to the end of our
investigation into four factors which underly^ the 
mystical element in St,Paul, and we must summar­
ize our results. They may be stated as follows:
I, We used the word temperament with regard to 
the Apostle as denoting the degree of sensitivity 
or the unusual responsiveness by which his. orig­
inal nature reacted and responded to outside stim­
uli, It was aside from our purpose to trace
this sensitiveness to its sources. We found that
the tendency to an emphasis upon a satisfactory 
inward order which marks the sensitive nature was
prominent in the Apostle, He was inclined' towards 
high affectability 'and motivated by a strong in­
trospective tendency. He was unusually responsive 
to the thought-world about him, seeking through it 
means of effecting an affective state of satis­
factory inward order.
■II. The distinctive type of mysticism we find in
him was the product of his environmental in-
^"Recent .Psych, & fluences. "Christianity is a supernatural way of
The Christian life," rightly says Cyril E. Hudson, " or it is
Religion"-p. 67, nothing ^, .. itv is a personal relatiohship; a per-
sonal contact band communion between the soul
and the living Christ." Such was indeed the f .
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environment which suggested to his consciousness
that the highest value was to he e^erienced by
immediate contact , But Pharisaic influences lent 
favor by 7/ay of suggestion to his distinctive
type of mysticism* Through Judaism he early reach­
ed the intuitive conclusion that there v/as a
divine and gracious shaping of his life. The em­
phasis of Pharisaism upon goodness served as a 
background for an ideal of inward goodness. This 
was re-enforced by way of suggestion to his con­
sciousness by the influence that the conception 
of God as a Personality had upon Gentile pros­
elytes in prompting them to highest moral conduct- 
Furthermore, the mystical strain in Pharaism 
favored such an individual’ attitude towards God
as would induce goodness by way of the deepest 
inward promptings* Such influences all served to 
sharpen the clash, in a nature favoring an in­
trospective tendehcy, between inward satisfactori­
ness from outward conformities and that from sub­
jective promptings* Indeed, for such a nature in­
ward peace could come only through a profound 
self-realization. The influence of the personality 
and teachings of Jesus fed the unrealized hunger 
in him for fullest expression.
III. His Damascus experience, v/hich was the prod­
uct of all his environmental influences, brought 
him a most profound sense of complete self-real­
ization* So -overwhelming and so external to his
i*
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main consciousness was this experience as to a- 
mount to immediate contact with personal “Reality", 
since he must assign it to outside cause- super­
natural interference. In that same experience he
realized his call to he an Apostle, His deep con 
cern for the Gentiles, the impression made upon 
him hy the conduct of thos^ who conceived of
God as a gracious Personality, and the impress 
of those passages which represented Israel as “a 
light to the Gentiles" were focalized in his
consciousness in that supreme hour when his whole 
being found fullest self-realization,
IV, The resulting "organized" self was maintained 
hy an unfailing fidelity to his new ideal. It 
produced in him the harmonious expression of all
his vital forces, and diverted his selfish in- 
stiifctive tendencies frorar* their original ends, 
redirecting them towards highest social good. This 
favored his Christ-mysticism. So deep was the con­
viction in him that he had heen apprehended
hy Christ that it called forth a most intense 
personal response towards the object of his exper 
ience. To it he projected an attitude of loy­
alty of the highest ethical sort. His ideal which 
had brought himr" a real sensei of self-realization 
was embodied "in flesh". His loyalty to his "per­
sonal" ideal was the unique and dominating fac­
tor in his religious life.
There is one thought to which we are
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directed from our study. A mystical state is 
certainly authoritative for its subject,Religious 
experience, in the strict sense, is individual 
and not collective. ^James truly says that




and have the rght to he, absolutely authori­
tative over those to v/hom they come; but no 
authority--.emanates fromm them which should make
it :a duty for those who stand outside of them
to accept them uncritically .... Our own more
* rational* beliefs are based on evidence exactly
similar in nature to that which mystics quote
for theirs. Our senses have assured us of cer'e':
tain states of fact; buti mystical experiences are
as direct .- perceptions
1
of fact for those
who have them as any sensations ever were for
us" . V/ho shall gainsay that the mystical element
in St.Paul did not result in the highest ethi-
cal good? Out of mystical experience on the high
est levels has come indeed a vast amount of ' =a
that which has netted the best in human life.
For the Apostle a socially produced idea became 
something more than an idea, even an immediate 
object of personal "Reality". Truly> George Eliot 
says somewhere that ideas are often poor ghosts, 
but sometimes they are made flesh and are clothed 
in a living human soul, and then it is that 
their presence is a power, and they shake us





originate in this region( the mystical)", James 
has well said, "we "belong to it_in -'.a more inti­
mate sense than that in which we "belong to the 
visible world, for we belong in the most inti­
mate sense wherever our ideals belong. Yet the 
unseen region in question is not merely ideal, for 
it produces effects in the v/orld. When we commune 
with it, work is actually done upon our finite 
personality, for v/e are turned into new men, and 
consequences in the way of conduct follow in the 
natural world upon our regenerative change. But " i 
that which produces effects within another reality 
must be termed a reality itself, so li feel as 
if we had no philosophic excuse for calling the 
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